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INTRO - RICHARD
DAWKINS

Richard Dawkins is credited with the invention of the word
“meme” in his 1976 book The Selfish Gene. He used the
word to describe an element of culture, an idea that is
spread from person to person. Although his book is primarily
about biology and genetics, his initial exploration into cultural
evolution has spawned the field of memetics 

Anyone else
remember
Alex from
Target? :)



SEMIOTICS
Cannizzaro takes a “semiotic view of digital culture”,
arguing that information such as memes should be seen
in the full  context of a system rather than as an isolated
unit .  She argues that instead of the common memetic
theory of “copying”, memes are “translated”
asymmetrically but maintain consistency

Wang and Wang describe the four stages of meme
transmission, online and offl ine, including individual
assimilation, retention, expression, and transmission to
others (266). They also explain the necessary factors for
a cultural unit (or a meme) to grow, including nostalgia,
“simplicity, uti l ity, and novelty” (270-271).  They do a
good job of bridging the divide between Dawkins’
biology-based memetics and the modern digital
definit ion. 
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Building on pragmatics (what people
mean) and semiotics (the study of
symbols), Grundlingh argues that
memes are better interpreted through
these two fields than through
tradtional memetics  

Grundlingh approaches memes from a
pragmatics perspective, showing how
Internet memes are read and
interpreted as speech acts 

PRAGMATICS
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FOLKLORISTICS
Another, broader lens through which to examine the
issue is folkloristics. El iot Ornig’s volumes on the
overlap of the two fields are fascinating. He f irst
explains the theoretical overviews of Darwinian
biology and Dawkinsian memetics, before insightfully
exploring the connections and contrasts between
natural biological evolution and conscious cultural
evolution. 

Kenneth Pimple argues that “folk culture” is individual rather
than mediated (237), and natural rather than
artif icial .Therefore, internet memes cannot be considered
“folk” by the artif icial ity standard but they can be by the
standard of indiciduality. 



PRACTICAL
APPLICATIONS
Burgess et al. looked at the rise in popularity of
viral challenge memes in the early 2010s,  and
explored the tensions betweem communal and
individual expressipn

Jonathan Zittrain gave a beautiful speech on the
real-world effects of online meme culture. IT's
interesting to see the transition from Dakwins'
"meme idea" transform into the technological
definition of a meme, and then how these two
definitions have started to expand and merge

Asfaw and Anderson/Keehn explored jow
younger generations expanded the use of
memes to educational and political growth.
Asfaw looked at STEM-based memes and
Anderson/Keehn looked at the deeper
meaning of "OK Boomer"
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I think there is a huge research gap in
analyzing how "memes" have shifted
from images and vidoes to widely
popular audio clips on apps like
TikTok, Instagram, and YouTube. 
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